LINUX KONFERENCA 2010 – SERVICES IN CLOUD – CALL FOR PAPERS

A year has passed and we are once again before selection of papers with thematics about Linux operating system and Open Source software. With your help we are preparing the main event on these subjects in Slovenia and in this part of EU:

Linux konferenca 2010
27. in 28. September 2010
Portorož, Slovenija

Linux konferenca is an event prepared for professional IT public from Slovenia and broader, with a purpose of informing about advantages, good practices and development trends for Linux OS and OSS in a business environments. Our purpose is directed mainly into reduction of reservations for implementation of business Open Source solutions, maximization of OSS usage and allowing independence for companies from big software vendors with proprietary software solutions. Our goal is to have integrators of solutions and their users on one place.

Event is not appropriate only for business public, because presentations are chosen from business thematics with stress on economic issues, to advance technical presentations. Novelty on this year conference are workshops where participants will get more in-depth knowledge of particular technologies.

You are kindly invited to prepare and submit your presentations!

THEMATİC HIGHLIGHTS
The main theme of this year’s conference is cloud computing or all services which can be available for business users over internet. Between other highlights written below you are able to choose subject suitable for you and present it from business, more technical view or you can prepare a workshop. Thematics are not limit fully on Open Source solutions and you
can also present technologies which are proprietary licensed and are running on Linux or are ready to work with Open Source Software.

Thematics for Linux konferenca 2010 are:

- Cloud computing from point of enterprise information systems or business services and costs reductions connected with them
- Open Source software for ERP, CRM, BPM (use cases or implementations preferred)
- Security – Data Leak Prevention (DLP) inside enterprise, identity steal, safe connections
- Open licensing of software and use cases of software with OS licenses usage in software development
- Outsourcing of services and software in connection with main thematics – cloud computing
- Integration of telephony and mobile telephony with help of OSS
- Development platforms Android, Maemo, Symbian
- Green IT, green data centers

Length of presentation is 45 minutes (together with Q&A) and 3-4 hours for workshop.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMISSION OF PAPERS

Till 30. April 2010 send summaries of proposed presentatoin in electronic form to email callforpapers@linux-konferenca.si

Also please suggest in which thematic part you would like to put proposal.

About the acceptance of your submission will program committee decide till 20. May 2010. You will be informed over email.
Technical instructions for preparation of summaries

Summaries should contain 15 lines of text with:

- exact and full topic of presentation,
- suggested thematic part,
- author with name, surname and title,
- company/organisation of author;
- email and contact telephone number;

Summaries can also contain your references and send them also in electronic form on same email address till 30. April 2010.

KEY DATES:

30. April 2010: deadline for submission of papers

20. May 2010: pre-choice of submission on arrived submission with previews of conference program

30. August 2010 deadline for full papers till 6000 characters of text

28. in 29. September 2010 Linux Conference 2010

Kindly invited!

Gorazd Golob, head of program committee of conference